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Ashby U3A 
 

Newsletter May 2019 

 

Interest Groups Timetable for June 
 
Date Time Group Venue or Meeting point 
Mon 3rd 7-9 pm Bridge Ivanhoe Social Club  
Tue 4th 10:00 start Walking The Wheatsheaf, Baslow. DE45 1SR  

Wed 5th 10:00 am Music Appreciation Nev's at 26 Homecroft Drive, Packington  
Wed 5th 2:00 pm Computer 16 Winchester Way  

Thu 6th 9:45 am Digital Photography 
Holme Pierre Point Country Park. Meet at 
Winchester Way for Car share 

Mon 10th 
9.45 for 10am 
start 

Medium Walks Moira Furnace upper CP  

Mon 10th 2-4 pm Bridge Hood Park Leisure Centre  
Tue 11th 10:00 am Calligraphy At Sue's Continue precise presentation  
Tue 11th 1:30 pm Literature 28 Willesley Gardens  
Wed 12th 2:00 pm Family History 2 Marlborough Way  
Thu 13th 12 for 12.30 pm Lunch Cricketts Inn, A444, near Overseal, DE12 8AP  
Mon 17th 2:00 pm Computer 16 Winchester Way  
Mon 17th 7-9 pm Bridge Ivanhoe Social Club  
Tue 18th 10:00 start Walking The George Inn, Tideswell SK17 8NU  

Wed 19th 10:00 am Drawing and painting 
Meet at Lesley's house. Suggested theme: an 
individual version of 'name the tune' 

Wed 19th 2:30 pm Quiz Bull and Lion, Packington  
Thu 20th 10:00 am Recorder Joan's house  

Thu 20th 2:00 pm Gardening 

The Dairy,  
1 Hurst Court, Netherseal Rd, Chilcote, DE12 
8DQ Self-drive to arrive for 2pm. £6 to inc. tea 
and cakes. Gardens with Japanese theme and 
koi pond 

Fri 21st 10:00 am Short Walks Meet at Sence Valley top car park  
Mon 24th 2-4 pm Bridge Hood Park Leisure Centre  

Thu 27th 8:00 am History 
Hampton Court 8 am depart by coach from 
Royal hotel. Arrive at approx 11.30 to 12.00. 
Depart 4 pm, return Ashby approx 7.30 - 8 pm.  

Thu 27th 8 for 8.30 pm Supper Club 
Zamani's, Ashby. On return from Hampton 
Court coach trip.  

Sat 29th TBA Industrial Heritage Cragside House and gardens, Northumberland  
 

*For trips, outings, walks and other events which meet away from the usual venues, see further 
details in the relevant Group Reports below, or on our website www.ashbyu3a.co.uk   

  

http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/bridge.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/longwalk.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/musicapp.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/computing.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/digital_image.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/medwalk.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/bridge.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/calligraphy.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/literature.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/famhist.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/luncheon.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/computing.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/bridge.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/longwalk.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/drawing.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/Quiz.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/recorder.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/garden.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/shortwalk.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/bridge.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/history.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/supperclub.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/indheritage.php
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Early July 

Date Time Group Venue or Meeting point 
Mon 1st 7-9 pm Bridge Ivanhoe Social Club  

Tue 2nd 
09:45 for 10:00 
start 

Walking Staunton Harold Car Park see note.  

Wed 3rd 10:00 am Music Appreciation TBA  
Wed 3rd 2:00 pm Computer 16 Winchester Way  

Tea Rota etc. for the monthly meetings 

Month Tea and Coffee Rota Meeters and Greeters Reporting Groups 
June Anne Donegan, Lesley Thomas, 

David Thomas, Maureen Broad 
TBA Lunch and Medium Walks 

July Pat & Terry Bithell, Julia Fraser, 
Henry Sharples 

TBA Music Appreciation and Quiz 

 
MONTHLY MEETING - Tuesday 28th May – “Cyber crime, Frauds and Scams” 

After our scheduled speaker withdrew at the last minute, we were lucky to have Samantha Hancock 
of Leicestershire Police step in at short notice to give us a most interesting talk about how to protect 
us from cyber crime, phone & postal scams and doorstep salesmen. 

There was lots to take in but, in essence, keep your computer and its anti-virus software up to date, 
use strong passwords and use a different one for everything you log in to. 

Be aware that all emails, texts and phone calls can easily be made to look like they are from someone 
else. Don’t assume that any contact is genuine, and don’t click on links in emails unless you are sure 
that they are safe. If an email asks you to click on a link to go to a seemingly genuine website, don’t. 
Use you browser to open that website directly. 

Beware of free Wi-Fi when you are out and about. Your communications can be intercepted by 
others. It is OK for looking up bus and train timetables, but not for contacting your bank, checking 
emails, shopping etc. where you will be sending personal info over Wi-Fi. If you have sufficient data 
allowance, use 3G or 4G on your phone. That way info is encrypted and safe. 

Don’t believe phone calls from banks, the police, BT or others who tell you your computer or phone is 
compromised or that want you to give them your bank or personal details. Just hang up. 

Neither the banks or the police will ask you to transfer money over the phone, nor will they send a 
courier to collect money, passports or bank cards. Anyone trying to do that is a crook. 

Don’t believe doorstep sales(wo)men who you don’t know. ID badges can be easily faked. If you 
already wanted to buy something that a doorstep salesman is offering, say no thank you, go and do 
your research and then visit, phone or talk to more than one reputable person to get a proper idea of 
the price of the work. 

If something seems like it is really good value, it probably isn’t and is most likely a scam. 

Lastly, if you didn’t enter a competition, you won't have won a prize despite what the letter or email 
may say!! Do not reply to these, they will slowly hook you in and con you out of money. 

This was a very useful and informative talk but with lots to take in. As Samantha said, don’t go away 
afraid of the internet, you know more now than you did before! Thank you Samantha.  

Leaflets provided by Samantha will be available to pick up at the next meeting and I shall try to put 
more information on our website. 

Next Monthly Meeting on Tue 28th May at 2 pm  Philip Caine will take us to Baghdad and back again. 

http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/bridge.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/longwalk.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/musicapp.php
http://www.ashbyu3a.co.uk/computing.php
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GROUP REPORTS 

Arts and Crafts 

The Group will not be meeting in June or July due to various commitments but will next gather at 2 
Marlborough Way on Aug 1st at 10 am. If you are interested in joining please contact Sharon on 
01530 413867 or artcraft@ashbyu3a.co.uk. 

Bridge – Leader Neil Roberts  01530 455957 

This is Bridge for players of all levels playing friendly Contract Bridge with some chatter.  
Several of our number are "beginners" or "returners" and we have experienced players who are 
happy to help others improve their game. We now have about 20 active players.  

The group has 2 venues. They usually meet every Monday alternately at the Hood Park Leisure Centre 
in the 1st floor function room for afternoon sessions and at Ivanhoe Social Club in the front lounge for 
evening sessions.  

Free car parking is available at both venues, but must be signed in at Hood Park. 

If you would like to know more, contact Neil on 01530 455957 or Pat Ford on 01827 830672 

Calligraphy – Leader Jenny Slawson  01283 229718  

14th May 

Five members of the group met to continue developing a precisely planned piece. Our group often 
follows a more free style of writing so the discipline needed to measure and carefully plan a piece of 
text has been a very good lesson for us all. Unfortunately one of our members has left to do a painting 
course which is at the same time as our calligraphy meeting. We were sad to see her go but assured 
her that she would be welcome to return at any future date.  

Computers – Leader John Howlett  01530 461774 

We meet twice monthly to try to solve anyone’s computer problems and to better learn how to use 
them whether they are PCs, Macs, iPads or Android Tablets. All are welcome. No experience 
necessary. If you have a computer problem, come along and we’ll see if we can fix it. 

1st May 

We were again 6 today. We discussed checking whether your email is from the person or company 
you think it is, or some devious attempt to deceive: generally not a problem if you keep your eyes 
open. If you think it looks even a little bit suspicious, it probably is. Look for spelling mistakes or bad 
grammar or whether it is asking you for information which the genuine company or person should 
already know. If it purports to come from a large organisation, you can report it to them. All the banks 
and most other large organisations have a section devoted to phishing. Google the company name 
with 'phishing' added and then follow their instructions. Above all, don't click on any links in the 
offending email!  

Colin and John H managed successfully to 'de-keystone' a photograph of the Drawing and Painting 
Group's painting in the Ashby Festival. That is, it had been photographed at an angle, and they set it 
square. It is now on the D&P page.  

Dave had a problem in locating a program that he wanted to uninstall. It did not appear on his list of 
programs. We looked at various ways to sort this, but it seems to be a difficulty with Windows 8. 

There was a lively discussion around the two definitions of Megabytes: one of which refers to 
1,000,000 bytes and the other to 1024 x 1024 i.e. 1,048,576 bytes. Confused? Does it matter? 
Sometimes! 

mailto:artcraft@ashbyu3a.co.uk
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Digital Photography – Leader John Howlett  01530 461774 

We meet to try to understand how to get the best out of our digital cameras whether they are simple 
compact cameras or full-blooded DSLRs and how to edit or modify the pictures afterwards. We try to 
get out and practice every other month. We do not as yet enter competitions.  

5th May  

Six of us gathered at 16 Winchester Way, and walked down to St Helen's Church were we spent an 
hour in this lovely church photographing the many ancient features, stained glass windows and icons 
which make this church such a treasure.  

The unique finger pillory, spare font and mediaeval sundial were fascinating, and the latter was found 
to be absolutely spot on as to GMT.  

Afterwards we wandered down to the Dolce Cafe in Market Street, and finally took a look at some of 
the artworks on display around the Town, including the offering by our own Drawing and Painting 
Group in Kilwardby Street.  

Our next meeting on the 6th June will be a visit to Holme Pierre Point Country Park, and we meet 
again at 16 Winchester Way for car sharing at 9.45 am. 

Drawing and Painting – Contact Chris Dogherty  01530 411148   

15th May  

The May meeting of the U3A Drawing and Painting group was a tour of the Ashby Arts Festival 
outdoor gallery. 31 giant 8' by 4' boards positioned all around the buildings of the town, each one 
representing a "well known" song, which we tried to guess, and more challenging for us "mature" 
citizens, 8 boards in Huntingdon Court painted by youngsters. We were very proud of our first time 
effort, "Blue suede shoes", made famous of course by the king......Elvis.  

Next meeting, 19th June, at Lesley's house, to attempt our individual interpretation of the brief - 
"Name that Tune". 

Family History – Leader John Dogherty 01530 411148 

8th May 

Because of holidays and grandparent duties we were only four today. However we all made some 
progress.  

John H is still pursuing his grandfather's parents, and is also engaged in the hunt for one James 
Bourke. An elusive relative, as there are many recorded but with different parents.  

Eileen is still having difficulty closing the links with her Dumelow ancestors, but is still hot on the trail.  

Rosemary (not present last time!) is also trying to confirm her links to Grace Darling.  

John D helped where he could, and is currently examining the school logs of his grandfather and that 
man's two brothers to establish a timeline and circumstances surrounding grandpa's appointment to 
a school in Longton. 
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Gardening - Leader Paul Dean  01283 295987 

The Gardening Group is one of the largest interest groups. The committee try hard to provide a 
selection of activities suitable for all, including talks on various topics, trips out to well-known gardens 
and social events where plants are swapped and garden problems are solved! There is always food 
and drink at the end of each meeting and occasionally prizes to be won! Please come along and meet 
us and give the gardening club a try. 

16th May  

Our May garden trip was to Hidcote Manor gardens in Gloucestershire, these are one of the top 
gardens in the country. Covering an area of 10.5 acres the garden takes you on a journey through 
intimate formal areas revealing a different atmosphere or new vista at every turn. A good day was 
had by all along with some good weather. 

History – Leader Jane Harris  01530 838025 

23rd May  

35 turned out on a lovely day to hear John Whitehead's talk on Richard III.  

He has a rare ability to expound a very complex subject very clearly and took us through the 
convoluted and sometimes quite deadly manoeuvrings that led to the culmination in 1485 at 
Bosworth. But it wasn't at Bosworth at all!  

He started way back in 1327 when Edward III ascended the throne and initiated the 100 Years War 10 
years later.  

The story became very convoluted with potential heirs being killed off and scheming wives marrying 
their children off to wealthy men or women as the case might be. It all ended with Henry Tudor (set to 
become Henry VII) facing off against Richard III. One interesting note is that the choice of battlefields 
was mainly dictated by the fact that only the old Roman roads were really fit for marching armies 
along, so where they crossed was where the swords, war hammers and bucklers came out.  

John showed us some of the weaponry used to butcher your opponent, and explained the way 
cannon were used almost for the first time in battle in England. He took us neatly through the action, 
showing how Henry picked his site with care in order to maximise the tactical advantage of the local 
marshes, and how Lord Stanley played a long game, sacrificing one son in the process.  

Richard had this son in his entourage, and told Stanley he would die if Stanley did not support the 
King. Stanley saw which way the battle was going and is reported to have said 'I have more than one 
son' before joining in on Henry's side.  

John is a Guide at the Bosworth battlefield and outlined how the position of the site was originally 
derived from old maps which had not been verified, and which anyway perpetuated earlier 
cartographical errors. It wasn't until after an academic argument that began in 1985 and continued 
for 20 years that detectorists managed to pin down the site from locating cannon balls.  

The next project for the team will be to try and establish the truth of the Princes in the Tower story. 
We await with interest. A cracking good presentation, enjoyed by all. 

Industrial Heritage – Leader Mike Stow  01530 469152 

15th May. Strutt's North Mill, Belper 

This proved to be a popular trip and a good turn-out headed off in several cars to Belper on a bright 
sunny morning. On arrival the Mill laid on the very important coffee and biscuits whilst we watched a 
short film about the history of Strutt's Mill . We were then introduced to our guide for the day. We 
were first shown some of the various machines in use before the industrialisation of the cotton 
spinning process when it was still a cottage industry followed by some of the earlier machines 
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developed by Jedediah Strutt including one which enabled ribbed knitting on an ordinary hand-
operated frame. This made him relatively wealthy. 

We have all heard of Arkwright and his cotton mill at Cromford which was the world's first water-
powered cotton spinning mill. Arkwright was not a wealthy man, and his 'manufactory' was partly 
funded by Strutt and built in 1771 . Strutt then built his own mill in Belper 1776 to become the second 
such in the world. The original timber-framed North Mill was built in 1786 but burnt down in 1803 
and was replaced by a new one designed by his son William. This was one of the first fireproof 
structures in the world using cast iron columns and brick floors. This is the building still standing 
today. Several other mills followed on the site until by the 1850s Belper had a population of 10,000 
people. 

Our tour continued into the basement to see the building's amazing construction and the site of the 
waterwheel (unfortunately now removed) which was 18 feet in diameter and 23 feet long. It was 
eventually one of 11 waterwheels on site and not even the largest! 

We now assembled outside for a tour of Strutt's Belper, the streets of cottages which he built to 
attract workers to the area. We first walked around the attractive River Gardens which were provided 
for the workforce on their day off. 

The mill mostly employed girls so he had to attract families with lots of them but also needed to find 
work for the men. Belper was traditionally a nail-making town therefore many men joined that trade 
but also framework knitting was common. (The mill incidentally didn't knit or weave cotton, it only 
produced spun yarn).  

The cottages were better than average to attract incomers and are still standing today, occupying 
several, still-cobbled, streets. Strutt also built a school and a Unitarian chapel for the workforce. 
When the North Midland Railway came through Belper it would have cut the village in two, but Strutt 
insisted that the railway was built in an expensive cutting with 11 bridges over it so that the roads 
remain level and the trains out of site. It is regarded as one of George Stevenson's great 
achievements.  

The whole area is fascinating and wandering the streets is like stepping back in time. Belper along 
with the whole of Derwent Valley is a Unesco World Heritage Site. 

We retired to a nearby hostellery for an excellent and welcome lunch, very efficiently served by the 
landlord and his staff before travelling home. 

Italian Group – Leader Lynda Hall  01530 415922  

22nd May  

The usual suspects were all in class for a tough session.  

We worked through an exercise concerning skiing holidays, starting with an audio of a brochure 
describing the facilities at a ski resort. We used 'essere' and 'avere' to form several kinds of questions, 
using the continuous present and the past forms, such as 'Do you ski?' and 'Where did you shop?'  

Next we went through more exercises in which the agreement (or otherwise) of the past participle is 
important. A difficult piece followed in which we had to rearrange to make sense a question in which 
the word order had been jumbled. Then we had to rephrase a passage in which the verbs in the past 
were to be rendered in the present.  

Finally more exercises in applying the use of 'essere' and 'avere' and testing agreement in various 
ways.  

A meeting date for June has yet to be agreed but will doubtless be communicated to those who need 
to know. 
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Literature Group - Leader Sandra Harris  01530 416653 

Last month the group read and discussed ““The Hidden Figure” by Margot Lee Shatterly and next 
month will be reading “Transcription” by Kate Atkinson. 

At the last Monthly Meeting, Anne Donegan gave a short description of the activities of the group and 
explained that it is getting a little large for everyone to meet in peoples’ homes and that it might be 
advantageous to start a second Literature Group if anyone was interested in leading it. If so please 
contact the Groups Co-ordinator, Colin Woodland at interestg@ashbyu3a.co.uk to discuss it. 

Luncheon Group – Leaders Colin & Sharon Woodland   01530 413867 

9th May - Cross Keys, Newbold  

The Luncheon Club gathered at a new venue this month. There was a struggle to find parking but it 
was certainly worth the effort.  

The Cross Keys, Newbold opened sharp at 12 noon and fifteen of us trooped in to a very warm 
welcome from our hostess. Thursday's special was a superb carvery for which a number of our group 
opted. Others chose from the normal specials board or the standard menu. The general buzz from the 
tables and the empty plates taken away by the attentive and friendly staff indicated that all were 
pleased with their selection and completely satisfied with the presentation, quality and quantity of 
their meals.  

It is always a nervous time trying out new venues but, on this occasion, all fears were swiftly allayed.  

Those who had room in their diaries signed up for the next lunch on 13 June at the Cricketts Inn on 
the A444 near Overseal DE12 8AP, before departing to continue the chores of the day.  

All U3A members are welcome to join us, just sign up at the Monthly meeting, email 
luncheon@ashbyu3a.co.uk or call 01530 413867 to book a place. 

Music Appreciation – musicapp@ashbyu3a.co.uk 

1st May  

The music appreciation group brought together a lively mix of music starting off with Brenda who has 
had a donation of CDs from her daughter and is having a fabulous time delving into unknown tunes . 
She started us of with Amy Winehouse's "Me and Mr Jones" then Louis Armstrong & Duke Ellington 
playing "Mood Indigo". We look forward to more from the lucky dip.  

Nev brought us some well-known music - "Shake Rattle and Roll" by the less well-known Big Joe 
Turner. Following his recent 50th wedding anniversary and an investigation into what was popular in 
1969 Nev then came up with Fleetwood Mac's "Albatross"  

Mike came with two of Johnny Cash's railway-themed tunes, "Folsom Prison Blues" followed by "Hey 
Porter", both typical of his band's boom-chugga-boom style of guitar playing.  

Dorothy, who has been very busy for weeks couldn't find any classical music that she wanted to bring, 
so at the last minute grabbed the lovely Nora Jones CD and played us "One Flight Down" and a song 
she wrote herself - "Nightingale".  

Lesley, after watching the London marathon was intrigued by the theme music which is played every 
year and found it to be "The Trap" by Ron Goodwin, the theme music from the film of the same name, 
and to stay in the same running vein continued with "Chariots of Fire".  

Brenda borrowed Johnny Kidd and the Pirates' "Shaking All Over" from Nev's "101 Rock n Roll Hits" 
which apparently brought back many happy memories, followed by the Mamas & Papas singing 
"Dream A Little Dream For Me"  

mailto:interestg@ashbyu3a.co.uk
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Then we had some unusual pieces. Nev played Warren Smith's "Red Cadillac & Black Moustache" & 
"Creole Jazz" by Acker Bilk. Mike gave us the very sad Johnny Cash's "Hurt" recorded just a few 
months before his death, and after we got over that, the somewhat more cheerful mother and 
daughter duo, The Judds, singing "Don't Be Cruel" written, and usually sung, by Elvis Presley. We also 
heard "Strangers On The Shore" by Acker Bilk and "Lonesome" from Chris Barber.  

Our next meeting will be at Nev's at 26 Homecroft Drive, Packington. 

Quiz group - Leader Malcolm Bird  01530 563872 

The group meet at the Bull and Lion, Packington. The Start time is 2.30pm. You do not need to 
arrange a team before the meeting as teams will be drawn by lots on the day. This enables single 
individuals to take part - and to make new friends by joining an ad hoc team. Tea and coffee are 
served. Total cost £1.20 of which 20p goes to a kitty for prizes. 

15th May  

Eighteen players battled it out at the quiz group May meeting. There were the customary triumphant 
yells and heavy groans of despair but all teams did quite well - with one exception. No team scored 
more that one point out of ten for questions on the bible! 

Recorder group - Leader Joan Gibson - recorder@ashbyu3a.co.uk 

2nd May  

We welcomed Mary to the group this morning. Marion could manage only the first half, due to other 
commitments, so we played trios until she left:  

3 Easy Motets  
4 Handel Minuets  
It Fell Upon a Summer Day  
The Eriskay Love Lilt  

With Marion on descant, me on treble, and Mary on tenor.  

After Marion left, Mary and I played duets, some on treble and tenor, others on tenor and bass:  

Handel Pieces and Dances: Sarabande, Menuett  
All in a Garden Green and others  
Nos. 1,2,3,8 & 9 from Classical Duets for Treble and Tenor Recorders  

Supper Club – Contact Colin Ellis 01530 272592 - supper@ashbyu3a.co.uk  

This group visits local pubs and restaurants for an evening meal. We usually meet on the 4th Thursday 
of the month at 7 for 7.30 pm.  

If you would like to join us, please sign up at the monthly meeting or contact Colin, by phone or by 
email, so we can book the relevant number of seats. If you need transport please see Colin and we 
will try to arrange for some car-sharing. 

23rd May - The Otter, Kegworth  

A new pub for many of us although one or two had been here many years ago.  

We were made very welcome by our waitress/server who showed us to our table and then carefully 
explained the intricacies of the gin and tonic menu to those who were indulging. We had pre-ordered 
our food as strangely the pub could apparently only cope with 7 people without pre-booking. Despite 
some last minute reshuffles and cancellations due to injury and illness nine of us sat down to eat. The 
pub is right alongside the River Soar with some lovely views although not from our table! We shall 
have to ask for a view next time.  
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The starters came up promptly along with some nice looking nibbles for those not having a starter. 
That got us off to a good start and was followed by equally good main courses. The usual suspects 
followed that up with desserts and coffees and one or two others were tempted to indulge too.  

The conversation was interrupted by periods of silence as everyone tucked in. Always a good sign. 
With good food, good wine and beers and excellent service, I suspect we shall be returning in the not 
too distant future.  

Next month's Supper Club coincides with the History Group coach trip to Hampton Court on June 27th 
and so those who are on that trip may be late back and returning hungry. We have decided therefore 
to book Zamani's in Ashby who have said that they can feed us when we return. The coach is expected 
back in Ashby between 7.30 and 8 pm.  

If anyone is interested in joining us, please contact Colin (details above) in advance so that we know 
the numbers attending.  

Trips Group – Contact John or Margaret Howlett 01530 461774 

22nd May - Birmingham Symphony Hall 

Twenty-two intrepid members took part in this visit. Somehow, they all managed to fight their way 
through the Birmingham traffic and road works! 

We began with a meal at Bistrot Pierre where our tables were situated with a splendid view over the 
canal and Gas Street basin so that we were able to watch the boats going past. The food was excellent 
with several remarking that they had enjoyed it. 

A short walk through the evening sunshine took us to Symphony Hall, where we were to experience 
the Russian Philharmonic of Novosibirsk Orchestra. Novosibirsk is the third most populous city in 
Russia, after Moscow and St. Petersburg, and the Orchestra is widely held to be among the best in the 
country. It proved to be a very large band of musicians, ably conducted by Thomas Sanderling, its 
chief conductor. Some of us were a little puzzled by one particular instrument in the woodwind. 
Those more knowledgeable informed us it was a contrabassoon. It looked like something on which 
Messrs Boulton and Watt may well have held a patent! 

The concert of almost exclusively Russian music began with Tchaikovsky's Romeo and Juliet Overture 
before the Orchestra was joined by the soloist, Alexander Sitkovetsky, for the Prokofiev Violin 
Concerto No.2. For an encore, he performed a work by Bach, which he dedicated to those who died in 
the Manchester Arena terrorist attack two years previously.  

After the intermission, any tendency to slumber was instantly dispelled by a very spirited 
performance of Rimsky-Korsakov's Capriccio Espagnol followed by an equally lively Pictures at an 
Exhibition by Mussorgsky, which appeared to fully employ the many players on stage. Some, 
particularly in the percussion, appeared to have considerable job-satisfaction! The proceedings were 
concluded by a Tchaikovsky encore. 

Our return to Ashby was largely uneventful as the traffic was very much lighter. It appears that one or 
two became slightly misplaced en-route but not, of course, actually lost! 

 

WALKS 

The walk leaders will be at the meeting place whatever the weather and will only cancel the walk in 
consultation with those who turn up on the day. All dogs must be kept under control at all times. 
Walking boots or strong shoes are recommended. Be prepared for bad weather by taking warm 
waterproof clothing. Leaders act in a voluntary capacity. All ramblers walk at their own risk. 
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Walking Group - Leader Bob Baxendale  01530 481435 

The walking group usually does walks of between 7-8 miles, twice a month, and we normally have a 
lunch stop at a pub near to, or at the end of, the walk.  

 
21st May. Mam Tor and Losehill Pike, led by John D 

On a glorious sunny morning eleven intrepid walkers assembled on the dot of 10 am in Castleton Car 
Park. After a bout of juggling coins for the coins-only meters we set off. 

Crossing south of the main road we walked past the access to the Peak Cavern, up the quaintly named 
Goose Hill and out of town. The path led quickly onto the hillside and curved round westward past 
Speedwell Cavern. Steeply uphill to the Visitors' Centre for Treak Cavern we began to climb again. As 
we contoured around past the Blue John Cavern we lost sight of Mam Tor which had dominated our 
view thus far.  

All the time a fresh breeze was keeping us cool. A short pause at a gate at the crest of this section 
helped restore us, then we topped a short rise to see the alternative routes up Mam Tor itself. We 
opted for the longer but easier way up. This took us northwards up to Mam Nick which is where the 
road passes over into Edale. Here we stopped for a coffee break, before attacking the summit by the 
now direct route. Beside the path, inset into the slabs, were small brass plaques with motifs noting 
the Bronze and Iron Age history of the site. 

Here, at the highest point at 517 metres (1696 feet) we had stunning views of all the countryside 
around and the undulating ridge ahead. It was pretty breezy on top so jackets came out, but we 
strode on down-slope, now eastwards with the wind at our backs, to Hollins Cross where the main 
walkers' way crosses to Castleton from Edale. On went the party, eventually coming to a halt at the 
base of Back Tor, a precipitous staircase climb to test legs already feeling the distance. We had the 
choice of taking the low road and bypassing this and Losehill Pike tops completely, but the team 
would have none of it. So, up we went. 

This obstacle overtopped, the final objective hove into view: Losehill Pike on a section of National 
Trust land called Ward's Piece. The last stretch to the summit pillar at 476 metres (1562 feet) was 
relatively easy and having taken photos and scrutinised the very useful brass plate on the pillar 
showing distances and directions to all the main features, we settled down out of the wind on the 
south flank with magnificent views over the valley, and to the horizon southwards, to take lunch. So 
comfy were we that some stretched out and had to be persuaded to rise for the descent. 

This was a steady descent through fields and along leafy lanes back directly to the Car Park, where, 
with 7 miles completed and after coffee and cakes at the car park cafe, we returned home, all safely 
back by 5 pm. A truly Grand Day Out.  

Medium walks – Leader Carole Harriman  01530 222634 

The Medium Walk group do walks of up to 6 miles. Anyone interested please contact Carole. 

13th May. Conkers to Oakthorpe, led by Carole 

9 members met at Conkers on Rawdon Road. We walked out of Conkers towards Spring Cottage, and 
then back into Conkers Woodland, walking the old railway track to Donisthorpe. We then crossed the 
road, and continued along the old train line towards Oakthorpe. We had a coffee stop in Oakthorpe 
on a really long bench, longer than I have ever seen before. Through the village and past Oakthorpe 
lakes, to Donisthorpe church, then through the village to BMs. We then entered Donisthorpe 
Woodland Park, and followed the canal, past Moira Furnace, and back to our cars. A walk of 6.85 
miles, a little longer than usual, but it was flat walking, and it was in beautiful sunshine. 
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Short walks Group – Leader John Howlett  01530 461774  

The short walk group organises walks using well defined paths and routes without stiles. The 
maximum length is 3 miles. All are welcome. 

17th May. Walk to Donisthorpe 

Seven met at the Conkers Waterside Court. The weather was wet so we stayed in our cars mostly. At 
10 o'clock we decided to move to Moira furnace and have some drinks while we discussed what to do. 
At about 10.40 the rain stopped so we decided to walk to Donisthorpe and back. The weather stayed 
fine if overcast. We walked by the canal to the Woodlands Centre at Donisthorpe which looked 
interesting and we may start a walk from there later in the year. We returned to the car park via the 
old railway and left before we were fenced in by the preparations for the Canal Festival starting the 
next day. 

 
 

Your Committee 

Tony Smith Chairman chairman@ashbyu3a.co.uk 01530 831822 

Colin Ellis Treasurer treasurer@ashbyu3a.co.uk  01530 272592 

Anne Donegan Business Secretary secretary@ashbyu3a.co.uk  01283 760348 

Iain Banns Membership Secretary members@ashbyu3a.co.uk  01530 416697 

Peter Clement Minutes Secretary minutes@ashbyu3a.co.uk  01530 560894 

Sheila Dean Welfare welfare@ashbyu3a.co.uk  01283 295997 

Isobel Salt Speaker seeker speakers@ashbyu3a.co.uk  01283 222869 

Mike Stow Communications comms@ashbyu3a.co.uk  01530 469152 

Colin Woodland Groups Coordinator interestg@ashbyu3a.co.uk  01530 413867 

Val Reed Social Secretary val@ashbyu3a.co.uk 01530 564279 

Avril Wilson Member  avril@ashbyu3a.co.uk 01530 413182 

Bill Wilson Member bill@ashbyu3a.co.uk 01530 413182 

 


